Suspended Ceilings
for Noise Reduction

Suspended ceillings consist of a grid of T-profiles hanging from the ceiling with sound absorbers lying in
them. Because of the use of sound absorbers made of dBtec® resistant material the ceilings comply with
fire class A and therefore are not flammable. Optionally, sound absorbers for cleanrooms, food industry, and
other applications are available.
Product Advances
Profile:

T-Profile, galvanised, white, width 24mm., Main rail for range available at 1.25m and
2.5m

Suspension:

Standard Suspension: quick suspension galvanised. Corrosion-resistant suspensions
available in classes C3,C4.

Absorbers:

dBtec® resistant, coated glass wool

Color:

white, light reflection factor > 85%. More colours upon request

Size:

Grid Size: 625*625mm or 1250*625mm. Absorption strength: 15mm.

Weight:

ca. 2,5 kg/m2

Surface:

Surface Coating available for high mechanic strain, food industry, canteen kitchens
and cleanrooms

Room atmosphere:

Recommended by the swedisch asthma- and allergy association, may be used in
cleanrooms from the ISO class 6

Cleaning:

Daily dusting and vacuum cleaning, weekly manual wet cleaning

Fire Class:

Not flammable, Class A2-s1-d0 (ISO EN 13501)

Applications:
Rooms with higher requirements on fire safety, mechanical use or hygiene. Production halls, food industry,
escape routes in schools and public buildings.

Sound absorption factor p according to DIN EN ISO 354:
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Consultation, sale, execution and professional installation: Ziegler Schallschutz offers an all-in-one service
including the development of customized acoustic solutions. We are provided with high-tech measuring
instruments and analysis software which help us create an acoustic prognosis so that we can guarantee
matching acoustic standards and standards for labour safety even before installations.
The content of this folder is not binding and does not provide any guarantee of specific feature. This also
applies to any proprietary rights of third parties. Technical changes reserved.
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